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on of nanostructured particles
from vesicles via invertase hydrolysis for on-
demand delivery†

Wye-Khay Fong,*ab Antoni Sánchez-Ferrer,a Francesco Giovanni Ortelli,a

Wenjie Sun,a Ben J. Boydbc and Raffaele Mezzenga*a

The unique multicompartmental nanostructure of lipid-based mesophases can be triggered, on-demand,

in order to control the release of encapsulated drugs. In this study, these nanostructured matrices have

been designed to respond to a specific enzyme, invertase, an enzyme which catalyses the hydrolysis of

sucrose. The effect of two sugar esters upon the phase behaviour of two different lipids which form

cubic phases, phytantriol and monolinolein, was investigated. Factors affecting the hydrolysis of the

sucrose headgroup are discussed in terms of the molecular structure of the sugar surfactant and also its

ability to incorporate into the lipid bilayer. By hydrolysing the incorporated sugar esters, a dynamic

change in mesophase nanostructure from vesicles to a cubic phase was observed. This phase change

resulted in the triggered release of an encapsulated model drug, fluorescein. This investigation

demonstrates, for the first time, that changes on a molecular level by subtly controlling the hydrophilic

and hydrophobic features of an amphiphilic additive at the interface by enzymatic hydrolysis can result in

a global change in the system and so paves the way towards the design and development of lipid-based

matrices which are responsive to specific enzymes for the controlled delivery of pharmaceutically active

molecules or functional foods.
Introduction

Nanostructured lipid-based lyotropic liquid-crystalline (LLC)
materials are promising advanced materials for use in drug
delivery, biosensing, foodstuff and protein crystallisation.1–6

The unique multicompartmental structure of some of these
mesophases, particularly the bicontinuous cubic (V2) and
inverse hexagonal (H2) mesophases, allows for the encapsula-
tion, protection and controlled release of a wide range of
hydrophilic, hydrophobic and amphiphilic substrates.7–11 This
feature is attributed to the nanostructure of the LLC mesophase
as the dimensions and geometry of the aqueous channels and
lipidic domains determine the rate of release of encapsulated
active molecules.12,13 Additionally, the interaction between the
encapsulated drug and the lipidic interface can retard or
accelerate the release rate.14,15
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In order to exert exact spatiotemporal control over the
release rate, research has focussed upon altering intramolecular
interactions as a means to change the packing of the amphi-
philes. The alteration of lipid packing can be achieved by
introducing molecules which alter the packing of the lipidic
molecules, whereby molecules with a larger hydrophobic
portion promote the formation of structures with increased
negative curvature16–18 and those which have an inuence on the
hydrophilic part promote the swelling and/or formation of
structures with less negative curvature.19–21 By engineering parts
of the amphiphile in order to specically alter the phase
behaviour, selective phase transitions can be achieved.22,23

Changing the external environment of lipidic matrices, such as
an increase in pressure, can also result in selective phase
transitions.24,25 Exposure to a stimulus can result in the specic
alteration of the global physicochemical properties of the
matrix such as viscosity.26 Most importantly, for application in
active drug delivery, dynamic release of encapsulated drug from
these nanostructured matrices has been demonstrated using
temperature,27 pH,28 light activation of photothermal nano-
particles29,30 and a magnetic eld,31,32 whereby the application of
the external stimulus has induced a phase transition and
consequent alteration of the release rate that reects the change
in nanostructure.33

Lipidic mesophases are thermodynamically stable and
consequently can be dispersed into sub-micron particles with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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preserved internal nanostructure and colloidal stability
commonly imparted by block copolymers, proteins and parti-
cles.34–37 Particles which have an internal nanostructure of V2

and H2 are called cubosomes and hexosomes respectively.
These nanostructured particles retain the interfacial properties
of the parent bulk phase, with the added benet of having
a lower viscosity to enable easier administration in drug delivery
applications. Additionally, the properties of the stabiliser can be
used to inuence the biocompatibility of the particles.38,39 One
limitation of these dispersed systems is that they exhibit burst
release for small molecule additives.40 In order to avoid this
phenomenon, the on-demand manipulation of these systems
from a slow releasing to a fast releasing nanostructure is
proposed. The selective modication of the colloidal nano-
structure has been achieved by selective material transfer
between different lipidic particles,41 the presence of different
ionic species42,43 and pH,44,45 thus demonstrating the potential
of these nanostructured colloids as stimuli responsive materials
for drug delivery.

Towards site selective drug release, enzyme sensitive systems
are of interest where over-expressed disease-associated enzymes
are utilized to trigger drug release.46,47 Enzymes are macromo-
lecular biological catalysts, which accelerate specic chemical
reactions. Recently, we have demonstrated the use of enzymes
to change the mesophase structure. By mimicking the naturally
occurring digestion process that occurs within digestive
systems,48–50 it has been shown that an emulsion of an indi-
gestible lipid (phytantriol) and a digestible lipid (tributyrin)
could be digested back to form a cubic phase upon addition of
a lipase51 (Fig. 1), whereby amphiphilic molecules re-establish
themselves within the lipidic and aqueous domains of the
Fig. 1 The hydrolysis of tributyrin, a triglyceride which is a substrate of
nanostructured particles (cubosomes) over time, as shown by time reso

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
lipidic mesophase according to their physicochemical
properties.52

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that nano-
structured dispersions can be specically designed to respond
to targeted enzymes in order to trigger the release of encapsu-
lated drugs. Lipidic mesophases were designed to respond to
invertase, an enzyme which hydrolyses sucrose at the a-1,4-
glycosidic bond, resulting in an equimolar mixture of fructose
and glucose,53 as shown in Scheme 1. Sugar-based amphiphiles
are known to modify the interfacial behaviour of lipidic
membranes, as they have been utilised to target lectins associ-
ated with cancer states.54–57 This study investigates the incor-
poration of sugar esters into phytantriol (PHYT) and
monolinolein (MLO) matrices in order to form vesicles which
could be selectively transformed into nanostructured particles
(cubosomes) in response to the hydrolysis of the sucrose head
group by invertase.
Experimental procedures
Materials

Sodium acetate, sucrose, acetic acid (min. 99.8%), methanol,
dichloromethane, chloroform, invertase from baker’s yeast (S.
cerevisiae) and uorescein were purchased from Sigma (St.
Louis, Missouri, United States). Lipase Amano G50 was
a generous gi from Amano Enzyme Inc. (Nagoya, Japan).
Phytantriol (PHYT) was a generous gi from DSM (Heerlen,
Netherlands). Pluronic® F127 Prill was obtained from BASF
Corporation (Ludwigshafen, Germany). Sucrose laurate (L-1695,
containing 80% of monoester) and sucrose stearate (S-1670
containing 75% of monoester) were gied by Mitsubishi
Kagaku Foods Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). Commercial grade
lipase, from a phytantriol based emulsion results in the formation of
lved SAXS and cryoTEM.51

RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4368–4377 | 4369



Scheme 1 The invertase-catalysed hydrolysis of sucrose in the presence of water to form fructose and glucose.
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monolinolein (MLO), Dimodan U/J® was generously provided
by Danisco (Copenhagen, Denmark), and was used as received.
Preparation of bulk mesophases and nanostructured
dispersions

Briey, lipid mixtures were produced by dissolving the required
quantities of lipid (PHYT or MLO) and sugar ester with a 2 : 1
mixture of chloroform and methanol. Solvent was then evapo-
rated under vacuum in a round bottom ask for 2 h. For bulk
phases, an aliquot of the dry lipid mixture was then weighed
into glass tubes and an excess of 64 mM acetate buffer, pH 5.0,
was then added to ensure the formation of the mesophase
under excess water conditions. This pH was chosen as it is the
optimal pH at which invertase catalyses the hydrolysis of
sucrose. The tubes were then stored overnight at 37 �C to
equilibrate. Light microscopy and equilibrium SAXS measure-
ments were performed on bulk mesophases in order to rapidly
identify formulations of interest.

Nanostructured dispersions were produced by making
a mixture of lipid and sugar ester lm in a round bottom ask
then hydrating it with 0.5% Pluronic F127 in a pH 5.0 acetate
buffer to prepare a 7.5% lipid dispersion. The coarse dispersion
was then transferred into a vial and further processed with
a probe sonicator (Ultraschallprozessor, Dr Kielscher GmbH)
with pulsed sonication for 5 min at 20% amplitude.
Polarized optical microscopy (POM)

As a rapid screening technique, bulk mesophase samples were
observed under cross polarised light with a Zeiss Axioskop 2 at
37 �C. Under these conditions, cubic mesophases are non-
birefringent whereas those possessing a lamellar structure
show a characteristic birefringent Maltese cross pattern.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)

In order to evaluate the mixture composition of sucrose laurate
and stearate and to determine the place where the carboxylic
acid is attached to the sucrose unit, 1D 1H and 13C NMR
experiments, as well as DEPT and 2D 1H-1H (COSY) and 1H-13C
(HETCOR) NMR experiments, were carried out on a Bruker
Advance spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten,
Germany), operating at 400 MHz (1H) and 100 MHz (13C), and
using D2O or DMSO-d6 as solvents and as internal standards.
Example NMR spectra are presented in the ESI (Fig. SI2).†
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

Equilibrium SAXS patterns were acquired using a Rigaku
microfocused X-ray source of wavelength l¼ 1.54 Å operating at
4370 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4368–4377
45 kV and 88 mA. Diffracted X-rays were collected on a gas lled
2D detector. The scattering vector q ¼ (4p/l)sin q, with 2q, the
scattering angle, was calibrated using silver behenate with the
q-range from 0.01 Å�1 to 0.45 Å�1. Data were collected and
azimuthally averaged using the SAXSgui soware to yield 1D
intensity versus scattering vector, q. Viscous samples were
loaded into a Linkam hot-stage between two thin mica sheets
and sealed by an O-ring, with a sample thickness of ca. 1 mm.
Dispersed samples were loaded into 1.5 mm quartz capillaries
and sealed with epoxy glue. Measurements were performed at
37 �C.

Time resolved SAXS (TRSAXS) data for the enzymatic studies
were collected on the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the Australian
Synchrotron. In vitro digestion experiments were conducted in
a thermostated glass digestion vessel at 37 �C.58 7 mL of
dispersion was equilibrated in the digestion vessel before the
remote addition of 0.5 mL of an invertase solution (10mgmL�1)
to initiate digestion. The digestion medium was pumped (10
mL min�1) through a 1.5 mm quartz capillary ow cell using
a peristaltic pump and the quartz capillary was placed in the X-
ray beam.59

The scattering proles were acquired for 5 s every 10 s at an
energy of 10 keV using a Pilatus 1 M detector (active area 169 �
179 mm2 with a pixel size of 172 mm) with a sample-to-detector
distance of 1015 mm providing a q range of 0.01 Å�1 < q < 0.7
Å�1. The scattering images were integrated into the one-
dimensional scattering function I(q) using the in-house-
developed soware package ScatterBrain. The q range calibra-
tion was made using silver behenate as the standard. The cubic
and hexagonal phase space groups and lattice parameters were
determined by the relative positions of the Bragg peaks in the
scattering curves, which correspond to the reections on planes
dened by their (hkl) Miller indices.60

Bulk and dispersed LLC phases in excess water are readily
identied using SAXS, where each phase can be identied by its
specic Bragg peak positions. For the double diamond cubic
phase (V2 Pn3m) the Bragg reections occur at relative positions
in q at O2 : O3 : O4 : O6 : O8 : O9. and for the primitive
bicontinuous cubic phase (V2 Im3m) the Bragg peaks occur at
q ¼ O2 : O4 : O6 : O8 : O10. The H2 phase is identied by
reections at 1 : O3 : O4., the bilayer lamellar (La) phase gives
Bragg peaks in the ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 : 4. and the L2 phase is
identied by a singular characteristic broad peak. The mean
lattice parameter, a, was deduced from the corresponding set of
observed interplanar distances, d (d ¼ 2p/q), using the appro-
priate scattering law for the phase structure. For cubic phases:

a ¼ d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ k2 þ l2

p
(1)

while for the H2 phase:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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a ¼ 4p

q
ffiffiffi
3

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ hk þ k2

p
(2)

For the L2 phase, which shows only one broad peak, d is
termed the characteristic distance.
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

The digestion of a solution of sucrose laurate (31.5 mM,
a concentration that reects the amount of sugar ester in the
liquid-crystalline dispersion) was analysed using high perfor-
mance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1100, Switzer-
land). The sucrose laurate solution was digested at 37 �C, with
samples (4 mL) removed at dened time points. Upon cooling,
any remaining sugar ester was extracted with chloroform. The
aqueous phase was then ltered before separation of the
injection volume (25 mL) with an analytical column Dionex
CarboPac PA1 (2 mm � 250 mm) and a Carbopac PA1 guard
column (2 mm � 50 mm), maintained at 30 �C. The elution
program was 0.3 mLmin�1 of 18mMNaOH for 25 min, then 0.5
mL min�1 of 200 mM NaOH for 10 min (to eliminate possible
retained anions), followed by re-equilibration with 0.3 mL
min�1 of 18 mM NaOH. Retention times for glucose, fructose
and sucrose were 13.4, 16.9 and 20.1 min, respectively. For the
pulsed amperometric detection, the gold electrode was freshly
polished and used with waveform A as per Dionex technical
note 21. Before analysis, samples were spiked with 2-deoxy-
glucose (60 mM) as an internal standard. Calibration curves were
obtained with glucose, fructose and sucrose standards relative
to the internal standard signal. All data were collected and
processed with Chromeleon v.6.8 (Dionex soware). Example
chromatograms are presented in the ESI (Fig. SI3†).
Triggered drug release measured by the pressure
ultraltration method

The mixture of PHYT and 30% SL was dispersed in uorescein
solution (1 mg mL�1) in pH 5.0 acetate buffer (64 mM). The
dispersion was then separated from the free model drug solu-
tion by applying 2.5 mL of the dispersion to PD10 desalting
columns (Silverwater, NSW, Australia). The separated vesicle
dispersion (1 mL) was subsequently added to 20 mL of release
medium, representing t ¼ 0. The release medium for the
enzyme triggered release contained 6 mg of invertase, consis-
tent with the lipid to enzyme ratio utilised in the dynamic SAXS
studies. Samples (2 mL) were removed at 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and
60 min for the measurement of released uorescein concen-
tration by pressure ultraltration. The temperature of the
experiments was maintained at 37 �C using a water bath.
Particle size distribution was determined before and aer the
release study using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern).

Drug release and encapsulation efficiency were quantied by
the pressure ultraltration method40 using an Amicon 8010
pressure ultraltration cell and YM10 regenerated cellulose
membranes (both from Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA) with a 30
kDa cut-off and high-purity compressed air as the gas source.
Drug concentration in the ltrate was measured using
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
uorescence (Innite® 200 PRO series microplate reader, Tecan,
Männedorf, Switzerland) at excitation and emission wavelengths
of 460 nm and 515 nm, respectively. To determine the volume of
solution that was required to saturate the membrane, a solution
containing 0.1 mg mL�1

uorescein in Milli-Q water (Millipore)
was passed through the membrane, and fractions of four drops at
a time were collected, and the volume of each fraction was
determined by weight, assuming the density of water. The
concentration of uorescein in each fraction of the ltrate was
determined by uorescence, and the volume required for the
concentration in the ultraltrate to reach 95% of the concentra-
tion in the cell was determined. This void volume was discarded
and the subsequent 150 mL aliquots were collected and analysed.

Molecular simulations

Structures were drawn using HyperChem 8.0.3 soware, and the
semi-empirical quantum mechanics method Austin Model 1
(AM1), together with the Polak–Ribiere conjugate gradient algo-
rithm with a root-mean-square (RMS) gradient of 0.05 kcal Å�1

mol�1, was used for the geometrical optimization of the mole-
cules, as well as the spin-pairing restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF)
operators for all neutral species. The self-consistent eld (SCF)
convergence limit was set at 10�5, and the accelerated conver-
gence procedure was used. All geometrical values and some
quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) parameters
were obtained from the quantum mechanics simulations.

Results
Inuence of sucrose esters on phase behaviour MLO and
PHYT

Sucrose esters are known to swell themesophase and promote the
formation of vesicles at higher concentrations.13 The effect of the
two sugar esters on the phase behaviour of both PHYT and MLO
in excess water was determined in order to nd the amount of
sugar ester required to switch the nanostructure from the bicon-
tinuous cubic (V2) to lamellar (La) phase, so that enzymatic attack
on the hydrophilic headgroup of the sugar ester would reverse the
impact on packing resulting in a vesicle to cubosome transition.
The molecular structures and partial phase diagrams of these
systems are shown in Fig. 2. The addition of the sucrose esters
resulted in the swelling of the MLO V2 Pn3m nanostructure and
then an order-to-order transition to the V2 Im3m as previously
reported,13 an occurrence which was not observed in the equilib-
rium phase behaviour of phytantriol. The compositions that were
selected for further study were one step higher than the critical
concentrations of sucrose laurate which provided the lamellar
phase. These formulations were PHYT + 30% sucrose laurate
(PHYT + 30% SL), PHYT + 40% sucrose stearate (PHYT + 40% SS),
MLO + 30% sucrose laurate (MLO + 30% SL) and MLO + 30%
sucrose stearate (MLO + 30% SS).

Digestion of sugar ester-doped vesicles followed using time
resolved SAXS

The digestion of the different vesicle formulations by inver-
tase was initiated by the remote addition of the enzyme
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4368–4377 | 4371



Fig. 2 Molecular structures of the materials used in this study (top) and partial phase behaviour (at 37 �C and excess water) demonstrating the
effect of the addition of sugar esters on the phase diagrams of the bulk PHYT and MLO lyotropic liquid-crystalline matrices in excess water as
determined by both SAXS and POM (bottom). Representative POM images of the MLO and PHYT systems that were used in the digestion studies
are on the left and right respectively.
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solution. The resulting TRSAXS proles of the structures
present during digestion of PHYT based vesicles are shown in
Fig. 3 and the MLO based vesicles in Fig. SI1.† An increase in
scattering at low q is attributed to addition of invertase upon
initiation of digestion. PHYT + 30% SL was the only system
that demonstrated an order-to-order transition from vesicles
to V2 Im3m beginning at 580 s, not returning to V2 Pn3m as
indicated in the PHYT + SL + water equilibrium phase
behaviour. As the sucrose headgroup of the sugar ester is
hydrolysed, it is anticipated that the monosaccharide diffuses
away from the interface into the aqueous domain of the
PHYT + 30% SL and eventually to the surrounding solution,
and the other product of digestion (monosaccharide laurate)
remains at the interface in a position to modify the phase
behaviour. Although the PHYT + 40% SS system appeared to
be vesicles in the equilibrium study, it was not the case when
utilising the synchrotron X-ray source. The system exhibited
the V2 Im3m phase throughout the duration of the experi-
ment, with a slight 3% increase in V2 Im3m peak intensity. As
anticipated, the PHYT dispersion that did not contain
any sugar ester displayed the V2 Pn3m phase and did not
change over time upon addition of invertase solution. In
contrast, the MLO based systems were not responsive
to invertase digestion as no change in nanostructure or in
peak intensity upon addition of invertase was observed
(Fig. SI1†).
4372 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4368–4377
Multiply responsive dispersions – digestion with both
invertase and lipase

By incorporating multiple elements into the lipidic bilayer that
are responsive to different enzymes a dual responsive system
can be created. In this system, the indigestible lipid is PHYT,
and the two digestible elements are MLO and SL which are
digested by lipase and invertase, respectively, where the three
amphiphiles were added in a 1 : 1 : 1 weight ratio. Upon the
addition of invertase (Fig. 4A), no phase transition was
observed, however, the intensity of the peak at q ¼ 0.131 Å�1

decreases by 6% over 2000 s. The access of invertase to the
sucrose laurate headgroups could have been inhibited by the
arrangement of the amphiphiles at the bilayer. Upon the
subsequent addition of lipase (Fig. 4B) a phase transition was
observed from vesicles to V2 Im3m at �700 s to the inverse
micellar phase at�1600 s. A signicant increase in scattering at
low q was also observed over time, which could indicate the
formation of micellar structures. These phase changes could be
the result of the action of both the lipase digesting the MLO and
so exposing the SL to be hydrolysed by invertase.
Digestion kinetics of sucrose laurate in solution

Hydrolysis of the sucrose ester was complicated by the location
of the substitution of the laurate tail on the sucrose moiety.
Analysis of the alkyl substitutions on the sucrose headgroup by
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017



Fig. 3 TRSAXS profiles (q vs. log intensity vs. time) of PHYT based
dispersions. (A) Invertase digestion of vesicles formed by PHYT + 30%
sucrose laurate which demonstrated a disorder-to-order transition
from vesicles to V2 Im3m. The inset highlights the timing of this phase
transition. Invertase digestion of (B) vesicles formed by PHYT + 40%
sucrose stearate, and (C) PHYT cubosomes. No alteration in phase
behaviour was observed in panels (B) and (C).

Fig. 4 TRSAXS profiles of digestion of the multi-enzyme responsive
dispersion containing PHYT + MLO + SL on exposure to (A) invertase
and its subsequent exposure to (B) lipase. The inset highlights the
scattering profiles at specific time points. Minimal reduction in inten-
sity was observed upon exposure to invertase, and no overall change in
nanostructure of the vesicles was observed. Upon exposure to lipase,
the vesicles transitioned to V2 Im3m at �700 s and then formed an
inverse micellar phase at �1600 s.

Table 1 Substitution of single laurate moieties onto the sucrose
molecule as determined by NMR (spectra can be found in the ESI). The
majority of the laurate tails were found to be substituted onto the
fructose moiety

Glucose substituted 30% C6 11%
C4 5%
C3 7%
C2 7%

Fructose substituted 70% C60 14%
C40 19%
C30 21%
C10 16%
CH2OH 41%
CHOH 59%

Paper RSC Advances
NMR found that the laurate tail is attached to different hydroxyl
groups of the sucrose molecule (Table 1). In addition, the
surfactant is only 80% mono-substituted and the remaining
20% di- and tri-substituted. From the HPLC analysis, the
amount of fructose eventuating from the digestion was
approximately only 25% of the 31.5 mM SL solution, which
correlates to the amount of mono-substituted laurate chains
onto the glucose moiety of the sucrose headgroup. This
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
suggests that the alkyl tail prevents invertase from hydrolysing
the sucrose laurate isomers where the laurate chain is
substituted onto the fructose moiety, most likely by preventing
its approach to the active site of the enzyme.

In addition to the substitutions of the laurate tail, the
kinetics of invertase-catalysed hydrolysis was hypothesised to
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4368–4377 | 4373



Table 2 Rate constants of the invertase catalysed hydrolysis of
sucrose (S0) and sucrose laurate (SL0) as determined from data in Fig. 5.
F ¼ fructose, G ¼ glucose and GL ¼ glucose laurate

Hydrolysis reaction Rate of hydrolysis

S0 / F + G kS ¼ 0.011 s�1

SL0 (glucose-attached) / F + GL kSL ¼ 0.007 s�1

RSC Advances Paper
be complicated by the presence of the alkyl chain. As enzymes
themselves are amphiphilic in nature, the surfactant properties
of the sucrose esters may affect the hydrolysis of the sucrose
headgroup by invertase. The kinetics of hydrolysis of sucrose
stearate is not displayed as invertase was not able to catalyse the
hydrolysis of the sucrose stearate in solution due to its limited
solubility, and potentially as a result of the denaturation of the
enzyme due to the surfactant.61 The digestion of a 31.5 mM
solution of SL was followed by HPLC (Fig. 5). Sucrose (1.04 mM)
was present at t ¼ 0, which suggests that some sucrose,
hydrolysed from the parent ester, was present in the solution
prior to the addition of the enzyme solution. Consequently, the
concentration of glucose and a fraction of the fructose (1.04
mM) that was produced during digestion are attributed to the
hydrolysis of this free sucrose and not to the digestion of the
ester. Thus, only the sucrose laurate esters where the alkyl tail is
attached to the glucose, is hydrolysed by invertase. By tting the
two different hydrolysis reactions that are catalysed by invertase
in this solution as indicated in Fig. 5, the rates of hydrolysis of
sucrose and SL were determined (Table 2). The rate of hydrolysis
of the sucrose ester was found to be slower than that of the
sucrose itself, potentially due to the need for the enzyme to
overcome higher steric barriers to reach its substrate.
Invertase-triggered release study

Invertase-triggered release was demonstrated from a PHYT + 30%
SL vesicle formulation, utilising uorescein as a model drug
(Fig. 6). Vesicles that were not exposed to the enzyme displayed
a slow release over the course of the study. Vesicles which were
exposed to invertase demonstrated a signicant boost in the
amount of uorescein released, whereby 90% release was ach-
ieved aer 2 min. Moreover, particle sizing recorded before and
aer the invertase-catalysed study showed a decrease in size,
whereby before hydrolysis was initiated, the hydrodynamic
diameter of the particles in the lipid dispersion was 123.5� 4 nm
with PDI 0.196 � 0.04, and aer hydrolysis, it was 107.4 � 2 nm
with PDI 0.206 � 0.03. This is not unexpected as the overall
Fig. 5 The digestion of sucrose laurate solutions. HPLC analysis of
samples taken from the digestion of 16.5 mgmL�1 sucrose laurate over
time, where black squares show the evolution of glucose, red circles
correspond to fructose and blue triangles to sucrose (n¼ 3,�s). These
data were fitted with the equations indicated adjacent to each curve,
where S0 is the initial sucrose concentration, SL0 is the initial sucrose
laurate concentration (glucose-attached), and kSL and kS are the first
order kinetic constants for the hydrolysis processes.

4374 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4368–4377
molecular volume of the headgroups of the particle would
decrease, thus reducing the hydrodynamic diameter of the
particle. Both the triggered release and the reduction in particle
size are attributed to the hydrolysis of the sucrose headgroup
initiating a transition from vesicles to V2 Im3m.
Discussion

Sugar surfactants affect the phase behaviour of lipidic bicon-
tinuous cubic phases, where the hydrophilicity of the sugar
surfactant promotes hydration at the interface, swelling the
cubic phase with increasing concentration and eventually
forcing the transition to the lamellar structure.13 Pure sugar
surfactants with saturated side-chains form normal, as opposed
to inverse, mesophases in aqueous environments,62 and as such
promote the formation of lamellar structures when incorpo-
rated into MLO and PHYT systems.19 Additionally, a difference
in the phase behaviour of the mixed amphiphile systems was
observed between the systems formed by the two sugar esters
with the different length tails; the phase transition from the
bicontinuous cubic to vesicles occurs at a lower concentration
of sucrose laurate added to the main lipid compared to sucrose
stearate.

In comparison, the hydrolysis of the sucrose laurate to
glucose laurate produced a more substantial transformation
Fig. 6 Release of the model drug, fluorescein, over time from the
untriggered PHYT + 30% sucrose laurate (red) and invertase triggered
release (black), (n ¼ 3, �SEM). Release via invertase catalysed hydro-
lysis of the sucrose headgroup results in 93% release within 10 min of
adding the enzyme. Release studies were performed at pH 5.0 and
37 �C. Lines are only intended to be a guide for the eye.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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in the molecular packing. Upon exposure to invertase, the area
of the sucrose headgroup is diminished which results in an
increase in its CPP to 0.469 and consequently an increase in
hydrophobicity. The resulting molecular shape resembles
a truncated cone which is more akin to the shape of phytan-
triol and so is more likely to form inverse cubic phases. The
small amount of conversion of the additive to the glucose
laurate, up to �6% of the total amount of lipid in the system,
was sufficient to trigger the transition from vesicles to V2

Im3m. By modifying the molecular shape of the additive to
match the shape of the parent lipid, the desired nanostructure
was formed.

The rationalisation of this behaviour lies in the self-assembly
of lipidic amphiphiles in a bilayer which can qualitatively be
described by the critical packing parameter (CPP), dened as:

CPP ¼ V

LcA0

(3)

where V is the surfactant tail volume, Lc is the tail length, and A0
is the equilibrium area per molecule at the aggregate surface.63

Quantum molecular simulations revealed the different features
of single sucrose laurate molecules as compared to the hydro-
lysed product, glucose laurate (Table 3). Additional information
obtained from simulations of the molecules encountered in this
study are included in the ESI (Table SI1 and Fig. SI4).†

There were two major factors in determining the ability of
the enzyme to access the sucrose headgroup of the sugar ester;
the positioning of the sucrose ester at the interface and the
accessibility of the enzyme to the headgroup. The bulkiness of
the headgroup,64 length of the alkyl tail of the surfactant,65 as
well as its substitution and the molecular chirality,66,67 affect its
positioning at the interface, and as a consequence, can assist or
hinder the ability of the enzyme to access and hydrolyse the
headgroup. The mechanism for the hydrolysis of sucrose by
invertase involves the Asp-23 as a nucleophile and Glu-204 as an
acid/base catalyst.68 If these active sites cannot access the
molecule, hydrolysis cannot occur. It should be noted that the
effect of substrate and product inhibition of the enzyme is likely
to be minimal as the amount of both in the system is marginal.
The longer tail of the stearate does not match the bilayer
packing of the bulk lipids as it is >5 Å longer than the Lc of both
PHYT and MLO, and can result in it residing more in the lipidic
domain than at the interface. The shorter tail of the laurate
allows it to insert optimally at the interface of the PHYT bilayer
where it can most efficiently inuence the packing and so be
available for digestion. Thus, only the fructose substituted
sucrose laurate could be accessed by the invertase at the
interface.
Table 3 Geometric factors determining the critical packing parameter
of sucrose laurate and its product of invertase catalysed hydrolysis,
glucose laurate

CPP V (Å3) Lc (Å) A0 (Å
2)

Sucrose laurate – glucose substituted 0.322 214.6 14.6 45.6
Glucose laurate 0.469 214.6 14.6 31.2

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
The invertase catalysed hydrolysis of the bilayer results in the
triggered release of the model drug. Drug release does not
appear to exactly follow the timing of the phase change which is
attributed to the dynamic rearrangement of amphiphiles from
the outer membrane to inner membrane in order to nd equi-
librium.69 There are two main premises as to how a drug is
released from liposomes upon exposure to a stimulus. Firstly,
the redistribution of the membrane lipids across the bilayer can
result in the cavitation of the liposomal bilayer and therefore
complete burst release of the payload.47 This occurs mainly in
systems that contain lipids which do not form inverse phases.
The second conjecture is that the burst release of the aqueous
solubilised payload from within the vesicles can also be due to
the transient formation of inverse phases,70 which is the case in
this system. In both cases, the uncontrolled release of hydro-
philic molecules is shown. Thus, hydrophobic molecules, which
must traverse from within the lipidic bilayer to the surface of
the cubosome before being released, may be more suited to this
type of on-demand release. In addition, molecular modelling
may be used to visualise where and how the molecules sit at the
interface and how they redistribute upon the application of
a stimulus.
Conclusions

The use of a carbohydrate targeting enzyme to induce trans-
formation of an on-demand nanostructured lipid-based system
was demonstrated for the rst time in this study. The incor-
poration of the digestible moiety, sucrose laurate, into a MLO or
PHYT lipid bilayer resulted in the formation of vesicles. Inver-
tase catalysed the hydrolysis of sucrose laurate incorporated
into PHYT vesicles, which were dynamically converted to
cubosomes with a V2 Im3m structure. Further, the use of
a mixture of PHYT and MLO enabled the preparation of a dual
enzyme responsive vesicle system, responsive to both invertase
and lipase. Vesicles formed by PHYT and sucrose laurate were
triggered to release a model drug upon exposure to invertase.
This research paves the way towards the informed design of
structured lipidic systems, which are responsive to specic
enzymes for the controlled delivery of pharmaceutically active
molecules or functional foods.
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